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Stochastic Dynamics: Mathematical Theory and Applications
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(Bielefeld, GER) and Otso Ovaskainen (Helsinki, FIN)  |  May 15–September 30, 2012

Final report

The final Workshop 4 ‘Fusion of Knowledge in Stochastic Modelling of Large Complex Systems’ 

held in the ZiF on 10–14 June 2013 marked the completion and official closure of the ZiF 

Research Group (RG) ‘Stochastic Dynamics: Mathematical Theory and Applications’.

The principal objective of this RG was to promote and advance mathematical research in 

stochastic modelling of large complex systems and its applications in many topical areas of 

applied sciences. The interdisciplinary focus of research discussions was of primary importance 

for the RG activities. The mix of research interests gathered under the RG umbrella was excep-

tionally diverse, spanning across the board in mathematical sciences and their applications 

involving stochastic modeling, most notably in theoretical ecology but also in mathematical 

physics, molecular biology, population genetics, immunology, epidemiology, medicine (espe-

cially cancer research), chemical physics, mathematical economics, finance, social sciences, 

astrophysics and many others.

The main themes of mathematical research included a variety of ‘hot’ topics in stochastic 

analysis, stochastic differential (and partial differential) equations, interacting particle systems, 

scaling limits of particle dynamics, random dynamical systems, statistical physics, computational 

methods, stochastic processes in varying and random environments, random networks, stochastic 

dynamics on fractals, random combinatorial structures, representation theory of ‘big’ groups, 

random matrix theory, etc.

Our RG brought together many internationally renowned experts across the spectrum of  

stochastic modelling in the sciences. There was also a wide participation of younger researchers 

and postgraduate students who had an opportunity to actively engage in cutting-edge research 

and broaden their vision and understanding of modern mathematical research and its applica-

tions in real world problems. This long-term programme has provided a platform to create an 

exciting research environment, to share expertise and to foster sustained cross-disciplinary  

collaborations. As a result, the RG has delivered significant advances and conceptual break-

throughs at the interface of the sciences involved, and may be expected to have a strong, lasting 

impact.

The activities under this Research Group have been very intense. Since May 2012 the pro-

gramme has enjoyed the active attendance of some 100 participants from 17 countries, including 

long- and short-term fellows as well as the workshop speakers and delegates.
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Four research workshops have been organized:

• W1 ‘Stochastic Dynamics in Action’ (21–25 May 2012)

• W2 ‘Qualitative Behaviour of Stochastic Systems and Applications’ (18–22 June 2012)

•  W3 ‘Discrete Random Structures, Representation Theory and Interacting Particle Systems’ 

(16–19 July 2012)

•  W4 ‘Fusion of Knowledge in Stochastic Modelling of Large Complex Systems’  

(10–14 June 2013)

An important part of our dense research agenda was a regular RG seminar series running from 

May till September 2012 (except during the workshops), with some 30 talks and many informal 

discussions.

One can read about the RG and the workshops in the ZiF Bulletin (ZiF-Mitteilungen)  

available online at p www.uni-bielefeld.de/(en)/ZIF/Publikationen/Mitteilungen/Ausgaben/

•  No. 3 (2012),  

p  www.uni-bielefeld.de/(en)/ZIF/Publikationen/Mitteilungen/Ausgaben/2012-3.pdf, 

see pp. 17–18 (general description of the RG) and pp. 46–48 (information about the  

first two workshops including some photographs);

•  No. 1 (2013),  

p  www.uni-bielefeld.de/(en)/ZIF/Publikationen/Mitteilungen/Ausgaben/2013-1.pdf, 

see pp. 5, 7 (a short mention of the RG as part of the ZiF 2012 Report) and pp. 41–42 

(information about Workshop 3);

•  the present No. 3 (2013),  

p  www.uni-bielefeld.de/(en)/ZIF/Publikationen/Mitteilungen/Ausgaben/2013-3.pdf, 

contains information about Workshop 4 (see pp. 6–8)
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